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ABSTRACT
Data processing systems face the challenge of supporting increasingly diverse workloads efficiently. At the same time, they are already bloated with internal complexity, and it is not clear how new hardware can be supported sustainably.

In this paper, we aim to resolve these issues by proposing a unified abstraction layer based on declarative sub-operators in addition to relational operators. By exposing this layer to users, they can express their non-relational workloads declaratively with sub-operators. Furthermore, the proposed sub-operators decouple the semantic implementation of operators from the efficient imperative implementation, reducing the implementation complexity for relational operators. Finally, through fine-grained automatic optimizations, the declarative sub-operators allow for automatic morsel-driven parallelism. We demonstrate the benefits not only by providing a specific set of sub-operators but also implementing them in a compiling query engine. With thorough evaluation and analysis, we show that we can support a richer set of workloads while retaining the development complexity low and being competitive in performance even with specialized systems.

PVLDB Reference Format:

PVLDB Artifact Availability:
The source code, data, and/or other artifacts have been made available at https://github.com/lingo-db/subop-vldb-2023-reproducibility.

1 INTRODUCTION
Data processing engines are increasingly expected to support a richer set of workloads beyond relational SQL queries. If engines can not meet users’ processing demands, standard extension mechanisms like user-defined operators or procedural extensions are used, but often at the cost of usability and performance [9, 13]. At the same time, existing engines are already bloated with internal complexity [45], which is further exacerbated by adding more complex features to the SQL standard [7]. Additionally, efficiently implementing operators for modern hardware leads to a lot of redundancy that decreases developer productivity and maintainability [40], and it is still unclear how data processing systems can keep up with the increased complexity of modern hardware.

Figure 1: Overview of our approach

A few in our community have already identified that relational algebra should not be the only abstraction level exposed to users [1], or used internally [8, 17, 25, 45]. More specifically, there have been different proposals for abstractions that either focus on implementing complex operators [25], representing different workloads [39], or supporting modern hardware [2, 6, 41].

Fortunately, we argue in this paper that all of these problems can be addressed with a unified abstraction layer of declarative sub-operators as shown in Figure 1, if one were to follow a number of design principles. (1) By exposing this new lower-level abstraction level, users and frontend libraries can use sub-operators to efficiently specify custom operators and algorithms. Thus, traditional extension mechanisms like UDFs and their tradeoffs can be replaced, and more workloads can be executed efficiently by the query engine. (2) Furthermore, by using declarative sub-operators, we can decouple the semantic implementation of complex operators from the efficient implementation with imperative code. This helps to reduce internal complexity and make the implementation of complex operators like window functions more feasible. (3) Finally, because this new abstraction layer is based on fine-granular yet declarative sub-operators, one can perform new automatic optimizations and transformations. For example, instead of hard-coding operator-specific implementations for morsel-driven parallelism [29] we can then automatically apply workload-agnostic transformations to reach the same result.

Designing such an abstraction layer requires balancing of expressibility (i.e., can all desired algorithms be expressed efficiently) and declarativity (i.e., how easy can transformations be realized). In this paper, we propose a novel design for such an abstraction layer that is more expressive and explicit than prior work and can thus not only express complex relational operators efficiently but also user-defined operators and algorithms. However, we also demonstrate that despite the expressibility, many optimizations and transformations can still be applied effectively, including automatically introducing morsel-driven parallelism. We successfully implemented a concrete set of sub-operators in our compiling database
system LingoDB (cf. Section 6) and refined it based on the gained experience. Using this implementation, we demonstrate that we can not only support a richer set of workloads like complex analytical queries (full TPC-H and TPC-DS), user-defined operators, iterative algorithms (e.g., k-Means, PageRank), and numerical workloads, but also that we can achieve this without incurring performance penalties and while keeping the system’s internal complexity low. We note that further optimizations like auto-vectorization could help to improve LingoDB’s performance further, especially for numerical workloads, but we leave that to future work.

2 THE NEED FOR SUB-OPERATORS
Relational operators have been the cornerstone of relational database systems for decades. They are declarative and abstract away many implementation details. This allows for effective, automatic query optimization and enables transparent innovations under the hood. However, in the last years, increasingly more research works started questioning if perhaps the abstraction of relational operators is too high-level for many modern workload requirements. Thus, we argue that in addition to relational operators, we need another layer of sub-operators to solve the following problems.

P1: Reducing Implementation Complexity The efficient implementation of relational operators is complex and often requires a high implementation effort. Even basic operators such as aggregations can require complex, monolithic implementations. In addition, databases frequently add support for new operators for e.g., array processing or spatial data. Furthermore, fused operators (e.g., GroupJoin, TopK) are introduced during query optimization to improve performance. Finally, increasingly more complex operators are being added to the SQL standard: From Window Functions and Ordered Set Aggregates (2003) to Row Pattern Matching (2016) and Property Graph Queries (2023). We argue that this is hardly manageable for development and maintenance without relying on reusable and composable abstractions below relational algebra.

P2: Expressing Computations beyond SQL Database systems are increasingly expected to support computations beyond what could be expressed with simple SQL queries. Especially iterative algorithms are hard to implement efficiently with SQL, but they are commonly required for graph analytics (e.g., page rank, shortest path) or data mining (e.g., k-means, dbscan). As already proposed by Bandle et al. [1], a reusable sub-operator layer can allow for efficient implementations of such algorithms. Furthermore, by using the same building blocks as relational operators, we can integrate complex algorithms seamlessly in queries. This avoids expensive materializations and allows the query optimizer to perform optimizations that e.g., push selections through user-defined operators.

P3: Execution on Modern Hardware Modern hardware is increasingly complex and often requires a high implementation effort in order to fully utilize it. For example, using morsel-driven parallelism for efficient multi-threading requires adapting the implementation of every operator. In contrast, with sub-operators, we can automatically apply workload-agnostic transformations to reach the same effect (e.g., using thread-local states) without having to hard-code an implementation for every relational operator.

Resulting Requirements In summary, we argue that we need a unified sub-operator layer that helps with at least the three problems outlined above. From these problems, we can derive six requirements for such a sub-operator layer.

R1 Universal: Sub-Operators should be designed universally to allow for reusability and composability. Then, new complex operators (P1) and new algorithms (P2) can be implemented by users without adapting the database engine.

R2 Declarative: The design should be declarative to allow for optimizations and hardware-tailored implementations (P3).

R3 Control Flow Mechanisms: Iterative algorithms require control flow e.g., in the form of loops (P2).

R4 Embeddable: The sub-operator layer should be embeddable inside a tree of relational operators to integrate custom algorithms in the form of user-defined operators in a way that also query optimization can work well (P2).

R5 Explicit State: State and its accesses should be explicit to enable automatic transformations for modern hardware environments (P3).

R6 Mutable Data Structures: Efficient implementations of relational operators require mutable data structures (P1).

In addition, the sub-operator layer should be designed to allow for an efficient execution of relational and non-relational workloads.

3 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
We propose a concrete abstraction layer built from sub-operators that meets all requirements discussed in Section 2. We start by identifying five major design principles as sketched in Figure 2:

1. Using tuple streams for connecting different sub-operators enables us to embed sub-operator programs in relational operator trees for user-defined operators (R4).

2. Explicit Declarative State State is a first-class citizen and explicitly accessed (R5). By decoupling operators and states, logic can be reused with other data structures (R1). Furthermore, states and state accesses are declarative (R2) through entry schemas to allow for automatic optimizations.

3. References To avoid redundancies and keep sub-operators reusable (R1), sub-operators should either perform state navigation or access a specific entry. For example, we do not include an operation that updates values in a hashtable, as this would perform both the lookup and the modification. Instead, lookups are explicit and return an abstract reference. This reference is then consumed by a second operation (e.g., scatter) that updates the referenced entry.

4. Explicit control flow Sub-operators can either create a tuple stream by performing at most one logical loop, or consume a tuple stream. Control flow is explicitly implemented to ensure that sub-operator stay simple and reusable (R1) and to expose control-flow mechanisms (R3).

5. Views offer additional properties on top of other states. This makes the design more declarative (R2) and especially enables the implementation of efficient and complex data structures (R6).
3.1 Detailed Design

Following these design decisions, and based on the insights and challenges we faced during the implementation of the design in LingoDB (cf. Section 6), we developed a concrete design for an abstraction layer based on sub-operators. Note that we do not claim that it is the only possible design, but a concrete, implementable alternative that follows the design principles, meets the requirements, and actually works as we show in Section 7. More specifically, we did not aim for completeness (as the design can be further extended following the design principles) or minimality (as fused sub-operators can simplify optimizations: e.g., reduce instead of gather+map+scatter, scan instead of scanRefs + gather), but for a practical design. In addition, the detailed design may also vary depending on the concrete environment (e.g., compiling vs interpreting engine, target hardware architectures) and the workloads that should be supported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type / Sub-Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>table</td>
<td>relational table managed by the database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single</td>
<td>holds exactly one entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer</td>
<td>stores entries linearly, but non-continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td>for each key, exactly one entry is stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multimap</td>
<td>for each key, multiple entries can exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heap</td>
<td>stores only the smallest k entries (w.r.t ordering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>array</td>
<td>stores a fixed amount of entries continuously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resultTable</td>
<td>table that can be returned to the user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>views</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>continuousView</td>
<td>entries can be accessed continuously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sortedView</td>
<td>entries can be accessed in sorted order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hashIndexedView</td>
<td>hash-based index enables lookups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segmentTreeView</td>
<td>maintains partial aggregate values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list</td>
<td>non-materialized list (e.g., result of lookup)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More specifically, we propose a concrete set of state and view types as explained in Table 1. This includes external state types (e.g., table) with a fixed layout, for which we assume that the query engine can obtain a handle using some identifier (e.g., table name). Furthermore, seven intermediate data structures and four view types can be used. Finally, for handling variable-length results (e.g., for lookups), we introduce an abstract list type.

Similarly, Table 2 lists and specifies the semantics for all available sub-operators. Sub-operators form pipelines that process tuples following a tuple-at-a-time model. Only after every tuple is fully processed by all sub-operators, the next tuple is produced by e.g., a table scan. The proposed set of sub-operators includes different kinds of scan operators, operators for basic tuple stream manipulation, and operators for accessing states. Additionally, we propose sub-operators dedicated to references (produced by e.g., scanRefs, lookupOrInsert). The first category loads (gather) or updates (scatter, reduce) values from the referenced entry. The second category manipulates references by e.g., performing basic arithmetic operations for references to a continuous state. Such operations are necessary for implementing window functions and algorithms on arrays. Finally, three different, intentionally limited control-flow mechanisms are available: generate, nestedMap, and loop. The concept of nestedMap is sufficient for typical intra-pipeline control flow that is necessary for e.g., implementing nested loop joins or handling hash collisions. However, expressing iterative algorithms with nestedMap is hard, especially for algorithms that have no fixed number of iterations but e.g., terminate when the required accuracy is reached. Such iterative algorithms can be expressed with a loop. Finally, generate is useful for decomposing scalar values (e.g., splitting strings into words), or generating sequences (e.g., unique random numbers).

3.2 Using States and Sub-Operators

In the following, we discuss how the sub-operators can be used to implement a full SQL query as shown in Figure 3. Before starting with sub-operators, we assume that the database frontend has already parsed the SQL query and performed standard query optimization techniques, yielding a physical plan as shown in Figure 3.

Then, step by step, this physical plan is translated into a sub-operator plan. Both table scans are translated to a scan sub-operator on an explicit table \(1\), \(5\). The selection \(a.x < 5\) is translated into a map operator \(2\) that evaluates the expression and a filter \(3\) that filters the tuple stream.

For the left outer join, we assume that the left side is smaller and, thus, used for building the multimap. Hence, each tuple on the left is inserted explicitly into the multimap \(4\). For every tuple on the right side, a lookup on the multimap is performed \(6\). The list of references to matching entries for the current tuple is passed through the tuple stream to the nestedMap as an argument. Inside the nestedMap, the list is scanned \(7\) and the required values are loaded from the reference pointing to the multimap entry \(8\) and
Table 2: Available Sub-Operators with their semantic and exemplary use cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Operator</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
<th>Exemplary Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>t : T = \{a \rightarrow x, b \rightarrow y\}</code></td>
<td>Tuple with columns a (value x) and b (value y)</td>
<td><code>\{c \rightarrow \text{column value of tuple by column name } c\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ts : \{T\}</code></td>
<td>Definition of Tuplestream</td>
<td><code>\{(e : c_1 \rightarrow x_1, \ldots, e : c_n \rightarrow x_n) \in s \land \forall i : (m_i, e_i) \in \text{mapping}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>X...</code></td>
<td>variscadic number of values of type X</td>
<td><code>\{c \rightarrow \text{column such that tuple.c is of type x}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scan</td>
<td><code>\{t_1 \in \text{list}\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{tuples}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scanRef</td>
<td><code>\{s : \text{State}, c_{ref}\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{tuples}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scanList</td>
<td><code>\{list, c_{ref}\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{tuples}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union</td>
<td><code>\{l : \{T\}, \ldots\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{unions}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td><code>\{t : T : f : T \rightarrow T\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{f(t)\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rename</td>
<td><code>\{t : T, rename\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{tuples}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materialize</td>
<td><code>\{t, s : \text{State}, mapping, eqFn\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{materialized states}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insert</td>
<td><code>\{t, s : \text{State}, mapping, eqFn\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{inserted tuples}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lookup</td>
<td><code>\{t, s : \text{State}, c_{ref}, eqFn\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{looked up elements}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lookupOrInsert</td>
<td><code>\{t, s : \text{State}, c_{ref}, eqFn, initFn\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{looked up or inserted elements}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gather</td>
<td><code>\{t, c_{ref}, mapping\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{gathered elements}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduce</td>
<td><code>\{t, c_{ref}, mapping\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{reduced elements}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unwrapMap</td>
<td><code>\{t, c_{ref}\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{unwrapped maps}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entriesBetween</td>
<td><code>\{t : T, c_{ref, begin-end}, between\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{entries between}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getStart</td>
<td><code>\{t : T, s : \text{State}, c_{ref}\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{get start}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getEnd</td>
<td><code>\{t : T, s : \text{State}, c_{ref}\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{get end}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offsetBy</td>
<td><code>\{t, c_{ref, begin-end}, offset\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{offset by}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generate</td>
<td><code>\{f \rightarrow \{T\}\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{generated elements}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nestedMap</td>
<td><code>\{t, nested : T \rightarrow \{T\} \rightarrow \{T\}\}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{nested maps}\}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop</td>
<td><code>\{s : \text{State}, n : \text{State} \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow \text{bool}\} \rightarrow \text{State}</code></td>
<td><code>\{\text{logical loop}\}</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Example: A query containing a left outer join is implemented with sub-operators.

Optimization: The multimap is scanned 10 and filtered for unmarked entries 11. Then all columns from B are mapped to null 12 and unioned with the result of the nestedMap 13. Each tuple is computed: The multimap is scanned 10 and filtered for unmarked entries 11. Then all columns from B are mapped to null 12 and unioned with the result of the nestedMap 13. Each tuple is

...
emitted by the sub-operators responsible for implementing the outer join is appended to a resultTable. The resulting sub-operator plan also specifies the order in which the sub-operators should be executed. They may be, in principle, reordered if there is no read/write conflict. Next, automatic transformations and optimizations rewrite the sub-operator plan into another, semantically equivalent sub-operator plan for e.g., automatic parallelization as discussed in Section 5. Afterward, the sub-operators are implemented with imperative code. Because of our design decisions (state and control flow are explicit), the complexity of sub-operators is very limited. Thus, as sketched in the figure, the implementation for each sub-operator only consists of small code snippets that are then fused into efficient, tight loops, similar to code generated by data-centric code generation.

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPLEX OPERATORS AND ALGORITHMS

Efficiently implementing complex (relational) operators can be challenging within existing systems: With increasingly complex operators being introduced (e.g., window functions), even implementing the correct semantics is non-trivial. In this section, we show that the proposed design significantly reduces this complexity by (1) leveraging the reusable sub-operators and (2) decoupling the semantic implementation from the applied optimizations. More specifically, in this section, we discuss the implementation of three different relational operators (groupjoin, complex aggregations, window functions) and show how user-defined operators and iterative algorithms can be implemented.

4.1 Complex Relational Operators

GroupJoin Fusing joins and aggregations to so-called GroupJoins has been proposed as optimization for more than 30 years [3, 32, 34, 48], as they improve performance by using the same hash-table for join and aggregation. Despite the performance improvements, not many systems implement GroupJoins because of the additional implementation effort. However, we can just reuse the existing sub-operators (already in use for aggregations and joins) to implement GroupJoins as shown in Figure 4. The build side first ensures that one map entry for every group-by key exists through a lookupOrInsert that inserts a new entry if necessary and returns a reference to the relevant entry. Then, additionally required column values are persisted into the referenced entry using the scatter operation. Next, for every tuple, the probe side performs a lookup that returns an unsafe reference because potentially no entry was found. Because of the GroupJoin’s semantic, we only have to consider tuples that match a group on the left. Thus, we filter the tuple stream to only include safe references and perform the reduction as specified by the GroupJoin (e.g., sum(x)). Finally, after every tuple on the right was processed, the map contains the result of the GroupJoin. Thus, a scan is performed to produce the resulting tuple stream that can be consumed by following operators.

Complex Aggregations Even basic aggregations can sometimes become challenging. For example, this query: select a, count(distinguished b), count(c) from R group by a. Because of the distinct, we cannot perform a simple aggregation using a single hashtable but also require duplicate elimination. Figure 5 sketches our implementation based on sub-operators in such cases: The input stream is processed twice: Once for the count(distinct) aggregate and once for the other, non-distinct aggregate. For the non-distinct aggregate, we create a map, and for each input tuple, the relevant bucket is looked up or created. On the returned reference, the reduction is performed according to the aggregate (e.g., entry.count := entry.count + 1). For the distinct aggregate, we first create two maps: One for deduplication and one for the actual aggregation. A lookupOrInsert on the deduplication map is performed for each input tuple, ensuring that each value is exactly contained once. Afterward, the map is scanned to produce the distinct values used by the aggregation implemented with lookupOrInsert and reduce. Finally, we have to join the aggregates from both maps to produce the final tuple stream. Thus, the first aggregation map is scanned, and for every tuple, a lookup on the other map is performed. The corresponding aggregate values are then loaded from the reference produced by the lookup.
Window Functions Window functions like \( \text{avg}(x) \) over (partition by y order by z rows between N preceding and current row) require not only partitioning and sorting but also efficient evaluation of aggregate functions on sub-ranges. Using sub-operators, we can first focus on specifying the correct semantics and then later perform optimizations. Figure 6 sketches how such a window function can be implemented. First, we partition the data using a map that contains a buffer for each entry: For each input tuple, the relevant entry is looked up or created and the required columns are persisted in the buffer with the reduction. After the partitioning is complete, we scan the map and for each partition process the corresponding buffer in a nestedMap. Inside the nestedMap, we create a sortedList according to the aggregation function. The continuousView is then scanned, producing a reference for each entry. This reference is then offset by \( N \), to produce the lower bound. Finally, a lookup using lower and upper bound (current reference) is performed on the segmentTreeView to obtain the aggregate for the window.

4.2 User-Defined Operators

In addition to efficiently implementing complex but well-known relational operators, sub-operators are also useful for realizing user-defined operators. With user-defined operators, users can extend the functionality of a database engine by implementing custom operators that operate on one or more tuple streams. However, until now, user-defined operators either come with high overhead or require complex mechanisms inside the database engine [46]. We propose a zero-overhead, low-effort approach. Similar to how it is possible to use inline assembly in C programs, we can now embed sub-operator programs inside a relational query, as both work on tuple streams. For this, a new relational operator is introduced, whose semantics is specified by a nested sub-operator plan and can be analyzed by the query optimizer.

For example, let us assume that we want to perform a join based on string similarity. Figure 7 shows how such a join can be implemented as a user-defined operator with nested sub-operators, similar to the approach of Chaudhuri et al. [4]. For each string on the left side, we first generate all \( n \)-grams using a generator inside a nestedMap and then, for each \( n \)-gram, insert the current tuple into a multimap. For the right side, we also generate all \( n \)-grams for the current tuple. Then, we perform a lookup in the multimap to find all possible candidates. Using a map, we now count how many \( n \)-grams are shared with each candidate and emit candidates that have enough \( n \)-grams in common. This is implemented by scanning the list of all candidates and loading the tuple id from the multimap entry. Then, the corresponding map entry is looked up or inserted, and the current count is loaded. A map sub-operator computes \( \text{count} + 1 \) and \( \text{count} = \text{threshold} \). If the second expression evaluates to true, the current candidate is emitted. In any case, the map entry is updated to contain the increased count.

4.3 Iterative Algorithms

Iterative algorithms are common in graph analytics, data mining, or machine learning. Current database systems support iterative algorithms, if at all, through (1) recursive SQL or (2) user-defined functions. However, neither is optimal: Recursive SQL is hard to formulate and can be inherently inefficient because of the lack of mutable data structures. User-defined functions are treated as a black box and can not be easily optimized, parallelized, or distributed. In contrast, by using sub-operators, iterative algorithms can be implemented declaratively and efficiently. Iteration is implemented by the loop operator, which iterates as long as a dynamic condition is fulfilled. Inside the loop, all sub-operators and state types can be used for efficiently executing the current iteration.

More specifically, we now discuss how k-means can be implemented with sub-operators. Figure 8 sketches the implementation, but smaller details are omitted to keep the figure reasonably small. First, all input points are materialized into a buffer. Then, \( k \)
random points are sampled from the input. Unique random offsets are emitted by the \( \text{generator} \), the corresponding points are loaded and then \( \text{materialized} \) into a second buffer. This buffer holding the initial centroids is the initial argument of the loop, which computes a new set of centroids in each iteration.

For each iteration, all points are scanned and for each point, the nearest centroid is computed in a nestedMap. The current centroids are scanned, and the distance function to the current point is computed \( \text{reduce} \). Then a \( \text{reduction} \) \( (\text{nearestCluster} := \arg\min\text{dist}, \text{minDist} := \min\text{dist}) \) is performed on a state of type \( \text{single} \). After all centroids have been processed, the nearest centroid for the current point is emitted through a scan \( \text{scan} \).

Afterward, a \( \text{reduction} \) on a map is performed to compute the new average coordinates for each centroid. These new coordinates are then compared with the previous coordinates to decide if the loop should continue. Finally, after the centroids converged (or an iteration limit is reached), the final centroids can be scanned and e.g., used for prediction.

5 AUTO-PARALLELIZATION

We just showed how to implement the semantics of complex operators and algorithms using sub-operators. We now discuss how they can be automatically executed multi-threaded to fully benefit from modern many-core systems. In general, two main approaches are used for intra-query parallelism: Plan-driven parallelism hides parallelism in exchange operators [10], which allows keeping all other operators unmodified but requires static scheduling. In contrast, morsel-driven parallelism [29] dynamically schedules input tuples to be processed by pipelines of parallel-aware operators. While morsel-driven parallelism offers high scalability, performance, and elasticity, it also comes with a higher implementation effort as each operator needs to be implemented for parallel execution on top of the potentially complex operator semantics.

Instead of adapting every operator implementation, we propose to automatically transform sub-operator programs into parallel programs. By performing these transformations workload-agnostic on the sub-operator layer, not only SQL queries profit but also any other workload expressed as sub-operators.

**General Strategy** Algorithm 1 depicts the general algorithm for auto-parallelizing sub-operator programs. For every scan that neither guarantees a specific order of tuples nor is nested inside a nestedMap, we analyze the corresponding pipeline of sub-operators and try to parallelize it. First, all sub-operators of the current pipeline are collected (Line 4) and analyzed regarding Read-Write, Write-Read, and Write-Write conflicts (Line 5). Next, we try to eliminate each conflict with a transformation and store the transformations without applying them directly (Lines 8-18). Afterward, if no conflicts remain, the scan is marked as parallel (Line 20), and all saved transformations are stored in a global set (Line 21). Finally, after all scan operators have been processed, all transformations are applied (Line 25), and the pipelines can be executed safely in parallel.

**Thread-Local States** The main conflict resolution strategy as proposed by Leis et al. [29], transforms a global state into thread-local states that can be accessed and updated without any synchronization. Before executing subsequent pipelines that require a consistent global state, the thread-local states are merged to produce the final global state. This strategy works well, especially when new states are constructed, like materializing elements or performing aggregations. Figure 9 sketches this strategy for a simple aggregation. As the lookupOrInsert and reduce operators can lead to Write-Write and Read-Write conflicts, the map is wrapped in a thread-local state to eliminate the conflicts without incurring a synchronization overhead. Thus, the main pipeline can be executed in parallel.

Afterward, the thread-local maps are merged based on the reduce operator into a map that is scanned to produce the final result.

**Atomic Execution** In many cases, no new states are constructed, but existing ones are updated. Then, the previous transformation can not be applied. However, if both the update function and the affected types are simple enough, sub-operators like scatter and reduce can be executed atomically on modern hardware. In such cases, we resolve conflicts by marking the sub-operator as atomic to enforce an atomic execution.

**Locking** If neither of the previous transformations can be applied, state entries can be locked before being updated. A lock sub-operator is, thus, introduced that first locks an entry through the provided reference before nested sub-operators are executed.

**Specialized Map Implementation** Making a map (e.g., used for aggregation) thread-local allows us to execute the pipeline in parallel. However, if we just use a regular hashmap, a lot of synchronization is required during the merge phase. Thus, following the idea of

---

**Algorithm 1** Auto-Parallelization Strategy

```plaintext
1: transforms := {}
2: for scan in program do
3:   if ¬nested(scan) \&¬ordered(scan) then
4:     operations := getPipelineOperations(scan)
5:     conflicts := analyzeConflicts(operations)
6:     localTransforms := {}
7:     remainingConflicts := {}
8:   for op in conflicts do
9:     if state partitioning solves conflict then
10:        localTransforms.insert(partition_state(op))
11:     else if atomic execution solves conflict then
12:        localTransforms.insert(mark_atomic(op))
13:     else if state supports entry locking then
14:        localTransforms.insert(wrap_lock(op))
15:     else
16:        remainingConflicts.insert(op)
17:     end if
18:   end for
19:   if remainingConflicts is empty then
20:     mark scan as parallel
21:     transforms := transforms \cup localTransforms
22:   end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: apply transforms
```

---

**Figure 9:** Parallelization of an aggregation
With this paper, we not only want to propose a theoretical idea on top of MLIR and implementing query optimization as compiler databases and compilers by implementing database abstractions be executed. During query optimization to e.g., pushdown predicates through user-defined operators if possible. Figure 10 shows how LingoDB now processes queries using the implemented sub-operators: SQL queries are still translated into a high-level MLIR module that contains mainly operations of the relalg and db dialects. However, if user-defined operators are used, operations of the subop dialect are already present at this stage. Next, query optimization is performed on relational operators and sub-operators with a set of optimization passes. Afterward, a pattern-based lowering of relational operators into sub-operators is performed. The resulting sub-operator plan can then be further optimized by several new MLIR passes, including a Parallelize pass. Finally, a lowering pass generates imperative MLIR operations from declarative sub-operators by following the idea of data-centric code generation. Since we designed the sub-operators to be of low complexity, this lowering can also be performed by matching and applying lowering patterns. The generated, imperative MLIR operations are further lowered by the existing LingoDB infrastructure until the low-level llvm dialect is reached, which can be executed using LLVM [27].

6 IMPLEMENTATION IN LINGODB

With this paper, we not only want to propose a theoretical idea and design principles but also show that it can be implemented and applied in practice. In principle, the proposed ideas can be applied to systems that follow a push-based tuple-at-a-time model and do not suffer from more operator boundaries compared to relational operators. We implemented the proposed sub-operator design into LingoDB [17], our prototype system based on MLIR [28].

MLIR aims to reduce the engineering effort for developing domain-specific compilers. It features a single, standardized intermediate representation (IR) format that allows for introducing new abstraction levels through so-called dialects. Dialects bundle custom types, operations operating on these types, and attributes used for annotating compile-time constants and metadata. Compared to other IRs, MLIR is not flat, and operations can contain nested operations, which for example, allows for modeling explicit high-level for loops. MLIR further provides an infrastructure to define optimization passes that transform MLIR programs and comes with built-in passes (e.g., common subexpression elimination). Finally, high-level dialects are lowered progressively over multiple abstraction levels until a low-level dialect is reached (e.g., llvm), which can be executed.

LingoDB The overall goal of LingoDB is to blur the lines between databases and compilers by implementing database abstractions on top of MLIR and implementing query optimization as compiler passes. By building on MLIR and using open intermediate representations, relational operators can now be freely combined with other users of MLIR, such as machine-learning frameworks, and cross-domain optimization becomes viable. To achieve this, LingoDB introduces new high-level database-specific dialects to MLIR: The relalg dialect contains relational operators processing tuple streams and db specifies database-specific scalar types and operations. After the SQL query has been parsed and translated into an MLIR module, query optimization is performed through a set of compiler passes that rewrite the MLIR module accordingly. Finally, the operators are lowered to imperative code using push-based data-centric code generation [36] and further lowerings are applied until the llvm dialect is reached.

Introducing Sub-Operators For this paper, we added a new subop dialect that contains the sub-operators and the data structure types as proposed in Section 3. Additionally, we implemented a new nested operator in the relalg dialect that allows for embedding nested sub-operators in a relational query. This nested operator is also handled during query optimization to e.g., pushdown predicates through user-defined operators if possible. Figure 10 shows how LingoDB now processes queries using the implemented sub-operators. SQL queries are still translated into a high-level MLIR module that contains mainly operations of the relalg and db dialects. However, if user-defined operators are used, operations of the subop dialect are already present at this stage. Next, query optimization is performed on relational operators and sub-operators with a set of optimization passes. Afterward, a pattern-based lowering of relational operators into sub-operators is performed. The resulting sub-operator plan can then be further optimized by several new MLIR passes, including a Parallelize pass. Finally, a lowering pass generates imperative MLIR operations from declarative sub-operators by following the idea of data-centric code generation. Since we designed the sub-operators to be of low complexity, this lowering can also be performed by matching and applying lowering patterns. The generated, imperative MLIR operations are further lowered by the existing LingoDB infrastructure until the low-level llvm dialect is reached, which can be executed using LLVM [27].

Implemented Optimizations We apply the following optimizations on the sub-operator layer, some of which have already been discussed in prior work [23, 45].

2. ReuseLocal (RL): Avoid materializations and locally reuse already existing data structures e.g., reuse an aggregation hashtable for a subsequent join.
3. SpecializeStates: State is specialized based on data properties and usage patterns. For example, multimaps can often be rewritten into a buffer for materialization and a hashIndeXedView to allow for lookups, saving on costly resize operations and synchronization overhead.
4. DeferLoading (DL): By splitting gather operations and pushing them up as far as possible, we can defer loading and, thereby, improve performance.
5. EntryCompression (EC): By storing null indicators efficiently in one single integer, the entry size can be reduced by up to a factor of two by reducing padding requirements.
7 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed design and its implementation in LingoDB. First, we show that our approach significantly reduces the effort for implementing both complex relational operators and user-defined operators and algorithms. Then, we show that, despite these improvements, our implementation offers competitive performance for complex analytical workloads by comparing the overall system performance of LingoDB to state-of-the-art systems using the TPC-H and TPC-DS benchmarks. Next, we show that also workloads beyond relational queries can be executed efficiently in three case studies. Finally, we perform a more detailed ablation study on the implemented optimizations and analyze the scalability of LingoDB when using multiple threads.

If not noted otherwise, experiments were run multi-threaded on an AMD Ryzen 9 5950X CPU with a base frequency of 3.4 GHz and a maximal frequency of 4.9 GHz, and 64 GiB of main memory. The system runs Ubuntu 22.04.

7.1 Supported Workloads & Complexity

In Section 2, we argued that sub-operators can reduce the complexity to efficiently implement complex relational operators and support non-relational workloads.

**Supported Relational Workloads** Implementing complex relational operators in LingoDB has become much easier with sub-operators. Now we only have to express the operator’s semantics using suitable reusable sub-operators. This effect can also be observed in Table 3, which shows lines of code for implementing selected relational operators for both our approach and in DuckDB. Even for operators like complex aggregations, window functions, or group joins, only a few hundred lines are required. Often, DuckDB requires around 4x more code, especially for implementing parallel execution, which we deal with automatically. Also, DuckDB does not implement some more complex operators like GroupJoins or intersect all, probably due to the required implementation effort. Altogether, the reduced implementation effort makes it possible for us to support a wide range of relational operators in LingoDB:

- 10 basic operators (e.g., tablescan, selection, map, sort)
- all set operations with set and multi-set semantics
- 7 different join operators that can be executed as nested-loop join, index-nested-loop join, or hash-based,
- complex aggregations and window functions
- fused operators for optimization: GroupJoin and TopK

Because of this extensive support for complex relational operators, LingoDB can now run even complex analytical benchmarks like TPC-DS [35], which require all of the listed operators (except for GroupJoin and TopK).

**Beyond Relational Workloads** We designed our approach such that we can also support other workloads, potentially embedded into a relational query. To demonstrate this, we fully implemented three different algorithms outside of the database engine: a custom similarity join algorithm as discussed in Section 4.2 and two well-known iterative algorithms: k-means and pagerank. This also includes pre- and post-processing phases that are typically ignored but are non-trivial to implement (e.g., sampling k random points for k means or mapping vertex identifiers to dense integers for pagerank). As discussed in Section 9, we are still working on user-facing optimizations like introducing group joins that are now feasible and further improvements in query optimizations. The compilation latency slightly increased due to three factors: We added additional query frontends to make the developer experience more convenient. Thus, we implemented these algorithms by specifying the sub-operators directly in the highly verbose IR format of MLIR. But even with this more verbose style, we can specify all of these algorithms in a few lines as shown in Table 3.

**System Complexity** Despite the wide range of supported operators and workloads, the total amount of code is fairly small, as shown in Table 4. Especially, the amount of code required for automatic parallelization is small even though it spares a lot of effort and manages to fully parallelize every TPC-H and TPC-DS query.

### Table 3: Lines of Code required for operators in the database engine and different user-defined algorithms.\(^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>operator</th>
<th>LingoDB</th>
<th>DuckDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tablescan</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggregation</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupJoin</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>except [all] &amp; intersect [all]</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Overall lines of code for the integration in LingoDB\(^3\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>C++</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Operator Dialect</td>
<td>2074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of Relational Operators</td>
<td>2143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of Sub-Operators</td>
<td>3203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization Pass</td>
<td>1392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelization Pass</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pushdown through Nested-Operators</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 11: Comparison to old LingoDB (TPC-H SF1, 1 Thread)

Since we integrated our approach into LingoDB, we compare both execution and compilation times to the version of 2022 [17] single-threaded for TPC-H with scale-factor 1 as shown in Figure 11. We can observe that the execution performance improved slightly. This is not directly related to using sub-operators but to optimizations like introducing group joins that are now feasible and further improvements in query optimizations. The compilation latency slightly increased due to three factors:  

\(^2\)window functions and groupjoin reuse logic of the aggregation operator

\(^3\)whitespace and comments are excluded
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optimization techniques since 2022, introduced the sub-operator
layer, and generate more complex code for parallel execution even
though we only execute it here with one thread. Still, the compila-
tion latencies remain reasonable and could be further improved by
orthogonal approaches like adaptive query compilation [24].

7.3 Performance for SQL Benchmarks

Many problems can be solved by introducing another layer of ab-
straction. However, in many cases, this additional abstraction layer
has a negative impact on performance. To show that our system us-
ing sub-operators is competitive for analytical workloads, we com-
pare LingoDB with the vectorized database system DuckDB [43],
the commercial version of Hyper [20] published by Tableau [16],
and the research database system Umbra [37]. Figure 12 depicts the
overall execution times for both TPC-H and TPC-DS on scale factor
10. LingoDB significantly outperforms DuckDB by an average fac-
tor of 4.8 (TPC-H) and 3.9 (TPC-DS) and is, on average, 10% faster
than Hyper for TPC-H and TPC-DS. Umbra remains faster because of
orthogonal optimizations like better query optimization.

7.4 Micro Benchmark for Window Functions

In this paper, we claim that we can efficiently implement complex
operators using sub-operators. We perform a microbenchmark to
evaluate the performance of window functions similar to the ones
conducted by Leis et al. [29]. We compare the execution times of
LingoDB, DuckDB, Hyper, and Umbra for three different queries,
each featuring a single window operator over 10M tuples while we
vary the number of partitions. The three queries compute the rank,
the cumulative sum (csum), and the sum of the preceding and fol-
lowing 100 values (fsum). The measured execution times are shown
in Figure 13. Overall, we observe that LingoDB’s performance is
competitive as LingoDB is almost always faster than DuckDB but
falls behind in performance to Umbra and Hyper.

7.5 Case Study: Similarity-Join

As discussed in Section 4.2, sub-operators can be used for extending
the functionality of database systems by declaratively specifying
user-defined operators. We evaluate this feature based on the string
similarity join introduced in Section 4.2. More specifically, we per-
form the evaluation based on an example query that finds similar
movie titles from a certain genre in the IMDB-based JOB dataset [30].
For LingoDB, we implemented the proposed algorithm with sub-
operators inside a nested operator embedded in the remaining query.
This tight integration already avoids materialization barriers and
benefits from parallel execution and generating data-centric ma-
chine code. Furthermore, using declarative sub-operators enables
the query optimizer to perform advanced optimizations such as
pushing selections through the user-defined operator.

The implementation in LingoDB is compared with a combination
of DuckDB (standard query parts) and python (similarity join) in
Figure 14. We can observe that already by avoiding materialization
barriers, parallelization, and code generation leads to a speedup
of more than 4 times. When adding a selective selection after the
similarity join, the speedup increases further, as LingoDB can auto-
matically push the selection through the user-defined operator.

7.6 Case Study: Iterative Algorithms

In the following subsection, we show that also complex iterative
algorithms can be implemented efficiently outside of the database
engine. We compare the performance of an implementation with
sub-operators embedded inside a relational query against using
recursive SQL in Hyper, a combination of DuckDB and optimized
python packages (both scikit-learn and scikit-network use hand-
optimized C implementations under the hood), and Weld [39].

We start by evaluating an implementation of the k-means al-
gorithm as already discussed in Section 4.3. For this, we use an
end-to-end example based on the New York taxi data set [47], which
for a given time of the day, clusters all recorded trips based on the
pickup location into 30 clusters and only reports the 5 clusters with
the highest average lucrativity. As shown in Figure 15 LingoDB is faster in both the full example and the iterative part.

We also implemented the page-rank algorithm with sub-operators. For a concrete end-to-end example, we aim to identify successful actors using the page-rank algorithm on a graph $G$ and only emit the top ten actors. $G$ is computed from the IMDB-based JOB dataset [30] as follows: A directed edge $(x, y)$ is contained in $G$ for every movie that lists $y$ in the actor list before $x$. The execution times for both the full example and the iterative parts are plotted in Figure 16. We can observe that for the full query, LingoDB is faster than Hyper and DuckDB/scikit-network, which especially suffers from having to construct a certain graph format in python. When just comparing the iterative part, Weld is faster than LingoDB and scikit-network but also expects the graph to be in a certain format that matches Weld’s execution paradigms. If we account for the preprocessing time required by Weld, LingoDB is significantly faster.

### 7.7 Case Study: Numerical Workloads

Since relational workloads are increasingly combined with numerical workloads, we also evaluate the performance for two numerical workloads already used for evaluating Weld [38]. Similar to Weld, we implemented a small python library that emits sub-operators, and profit from fusing pipelines using the ReuseLocal pass. The resulting execution times for LingoDB, Weld, and NumPy are shown in Figure 17. We observe that our approach is significantly faster than NumPy through optimizations and using parallelism. Weld has superior performance, most probably due to using vectorization, which especially helps with numerical workloads.

### 7.8 Effect of Optimizations and Parallelization

Finally, we analyze the speedup gained through the implemented optimizations and the auto-parallelization as shown in Figure 18. In an ablation study, we activate the different optimizations step by step, excluding specialization because of the high correlation with the parallelization strategy. Figure 18 shows the measured speedups of the execution time for all TPC-DS queries (SF 10).

We can observe that the GlobalSharing pass does not improve many queries. But when it does, it results in speedups of up to 2x. Similarly, only a few queries profit slightly from the ReuseLocal pass, as the reused data structures are often small and do not impact the overall execution time much. In contrast, almost all queries benefit from the DeferLoading pass, up to a speedup of 3x. Finally, entry compression has a moderate effect: many queries profit slightly, but only some significantly (up to 25%). While theoretically, these optimizations can both decrease or increase compilation times significantly, we observed that most optimizations do not consistently speed up or slow down compilation. Only the GlobalSharing optimization consistently reduces the compilation time.

Furthermore, Figure 18 also displays the scaling behavior for selected TPC-H queries [21] as we increase the number of threads. It can be observed that our parallelization strategy works and scales roughly linear until the memory bandwidth is saturated or SMT is used. A similar scaling behavior can also be observed for other (compiling) systems like Umbra.
Unified Representations for Big Data Systems Big data systems like Spark [49] have also introduced unified abstractions to abstract from challenges in distributed computing (e.g., resiliency) and make distributed data processing available for different kinds of workloads. At first glance, also Spark’s operators seem similar to the sub-operators we proposed. However, only a few operators like map, filter, or nested/Map/flatMap are equivalent to the corresponding sub-operators, and most operators are much more high-level and complex: Control-flow for a k-means implementation and state such as hash-tables for reduceByKey are not exposed but are internally managed. Users can only choose to either use one of the provided complex operators (e.g., window functions) or implement their custom operators in imperative code using Spark’s framework. Conceptually, Modularis [26], a distributed execution layer for data analytics, is quite similar to Spark. The main differences are that Modularis declarative sub-operators are designed to have limited complexity and be portable and operate on tuple streams instead of RDDs. Furthermore, many different unified representations aim to support different workloads, usually relational workloads combined with other high-level domains [5, 15, 18, 33].

Weld With Weld [39], Palkar et al. proposed a runtime for high-performance data analytics based on a common intermediate representation for a range of data-parallel workloads such as simple SQL queries, machine learning, and graph analytics. Two main differences distinguish Weld from our approach: First, Weld’s IR centers around immutable data structures (e.g., vectors and dictionaries) created by merging values into builders in parallel loops. While this design simplifies dealing with automatic vectorization and parallelization, it also significantly reduces the expressibility of the IR, as many efficient implementations of algorithms require mutable state (e.g., SemiJoins). In contrast, even though our design allows for mutable states, we are still able to effectively auto-parallelize formulated programs. Even more important, every Weld program can be reduced to a sub-operator program that can be fully parallelized. Second, even though Weld can serve as a backend for relational queries, embedding Weld programs as user-defined operator inside a relational query remains difficult: (1) It would require a materialization and (2) relational optimizations such as pushing selections through a user-defined operator would remain difficult.

Targeting Heterogeneous Hardware Additionally, special intermediate representations have been introduced for (compiling for) modern hardware [2, 6, 11, 26, 41]. In 2016, Pirk et al. proposed Voodoo [41], a vector algebra for portable database logic across modern hardware. For generating code for different hardware (e.g., CPU, GPU), they introduce the Voodoo Algebra as an intermediate representation that can be produced from physical query plans. It features declarative stateless operators that describe data flow and state is managed explicitly. By design, Voodoo does not contain control-flow mechanisms and complex data structures beyond linear vectors to simplify the compilation for GPUs. Also, work on heterogeneous hardware uses the name “sub-operators” for pre-compiled kernels that are not declarative but can still solve problems like specialization for specific hardware [42] or placing OpenCL kernels across devices [19].

Composing Relational Operators Dittrich et al. made the case for Deep Query Optimization [8] and envisioned that relational operators should be broken up into more fine-granular sub-components to perform deeper query optimization, e.g., automatically specializing state types. In 2021, Kohn et al. proposed using Low-Level Plan Operators for implementing otherwise monolithic and complex statistical operators like aggregations and window functions [25] and optimizations such as reusing and specializing state. Similarly, Ex-calibur [12] also splits relational operators into low-level operators before implementing them with Voila [11].

In addition, we share many goals and basic ideas with the vision of Bandle et al. [1]. However, our concrete, implemented design is based on many novel design decisions, such as using references to decouple state lookup from state updates and views to make state transformations more declarative. Furthermore, we focus on implementing complex operators, user-defined operators, and parallelization and, most importantly, show that this approach is viable.

9 FUTURE WORK

The proposed sub-operator design opens up a lot of opportunities for future work.

User-Facing Frontends and Libraries We just showed that the proposed sub-operator design can be used to implement data processing algorithms beyond SQL. In that case, end-users still have to write sub-operator programs themselves. Thus, we plan on working on user-facing frontends and libraries similar to the approach taken by Weld [39]. Then, users could benefit from the tight integration and all the optimizations by just switching to a different library.

Vectorized Execution Gubner et al. demonstrated with VOILA [11] that a suitable database intermediate representation can be efficiently executed both in a vectorized and data-centric way. We believe that this is also feasible with our design: We could generate vectorized code for certain sub-operators but also execute sub-operator pipelines using pre-compiled vectorized functions to save on compilation times or profit from specialized implementations.

Distribution and Heterogeneous Hardware In Section 5, we already showed how we can automatically parallelize sub-operator programs. Similarly, we also plan to leverage the sub-operator design to automate the distribution of sub-operator programs across multiple machines and heterogeneous hardware. Since automating parallelism already solves similar problems (distributing work on different threads), we believe that our design will also be applied for distribution and heterogeneous hardware.

Adaptive Pipelines Currently, we simultaneously lower all sub-operators to imperative code. In the future, we could perform the lowering on pipeline granularity and thereby adapt to sometimes unexpected behavior.

10 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel design for declarative sub-operators that supports increasingly diverse workloads, reduces the implementation complexity for relational operators, and allows for automatic transformations to e.g., introduce parallelism. We proposed five main design principles that help us balance expressibility and declarativity. Following these design principles, we proposed a concrete set of sub-operators and state types which were fully implemented in LingoDB. We showed that LingoDB can now support a richer set of workloads while keeping the development complexity low and being competitive in performance.


